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Abstract: Land-cover monitoring is one of the core applications of remote sensing. Monitoring
and mapping changes in the distribution of agricultural land covers provide a reliable source of
information that helps environmental sustainability and supports agricultural policies. Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) can contribute considerably to this monitoring effort. The first objective of
this research is to extend the use of time series of polarimetric data for land-cover classification
using a decision tree classification algorithm. With this aim, RADARSAT-2 (quad-pol) and Sentinel-1
(dual-pol) data were acquired over an area of 600 km2 in central Spain. Ten polarimetric observables
were derived from both datasets and seven scenarios were created with different sets of observables
to evaluate a multitemporal parcel-based approach for classifying eleven land-cover types, most of
which were agricultural crops. The study demonstrates that good overall accuracies, greater than
83%, were achieved for all of the different proposed scenarios and the scenario with all RADARSAT-2
polarimetric observables was the best option (89.1%). Very high accuracies were also obtained when
dual-pol data from RADARSAT-2 or Sentinel-1 were used to classify the data, with overall accuracies
of 87.1% and 86%, respectively. In terms of individual crop accuracy, rapeseed achieved at least
95% of a producer’s accuracy for all scenarios and that was followed by the spring cereals (wheat
and barley), which achieved high producer’s accuracies (79.9%-95.3%) and user’s accuracies (85.5%
and 93.7%).

Keywords: agriculture; classification; C5.0 algorithm; multitemporal; polarimetric SAR; RADARSAT-2;
Sentinel-1

1. Introduction

Land-cover classification on different scales provides accurate and cost-effective information whilst
representing an important asset for various applications, from environment to economy. Knowing the
crop present on each agricultural field on national and regional scales is valuable information for crop
yield forecasting [1] and crop area estimation [2]. On a global scale, the knowledge of cropland uses
and covers is key for estimating global food production or drought risk analysis and can even have an
impact on studies on climate events and water [3].

Remote sensing is an effective and reliable data source for classifying different land covers. Optical
remote sensing images have demonstrated that vegetation types can be clearly distinguished by
exploiting their spectral signature and the phenological stage at the time of the image acquisition.
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However, due to the presence of clouds, optical remote sensing images can miss crucial periods in the
growing season, thus they may not be accurate enough for crop classification in some situations [4].

However, active microwave sensors can provide data independently from daylight, cloud cover
and weather conditions, making Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images relevant to agricultural
applications, such as crop classification and monitoring activities, that are time-critical. In addition,
early studies reported that SAR images could be integrated with optical satellite images to achieve
very high crop classification accuracies, for example, using C-band images with at least one optical
image [5–9].

Since the launch of the ERS-1 (European Remote Sensing Satellite) by the European Space Agency
(ESA) in 1991, several SAR sensors have been developed with different frequencies and polarizations.
Radar sensitivity depends on the frequency band and on the polarization of the waves. Regarding
the frequency, the lower the frequency, the farther the waves penetrate; therefore, lower frequencies
are more sensitive to the ground conditions, whereas high frequencies have a shallower penetration
capacity and are more sensitive to the vegetation canopy. C-band-based sensors (~5.4 GHz) are on
board satellites such as RADARSAT-1 and -2, RISAT-1 (Radar Imaging Satellite), ENVISAT/ASAR
(Environmental Satellite/Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar) and more recently Sentinel-1 [10] as part
of Copernicus, the European Commission’s Earth Observation Programme [11]. Other sensors operate
at L-band (~1.3 GHz), such as in JERS-1 (Japanese Earth Resource Satellite) and ALOS/PALSAR-1 and
-2 (Advanced Land Observing Satellite); whereas X-band sensors (~10 GHz) are on board TerraSAR-X,
TanDEM-X and COSMO-SkyMed. In addition to the frequency, radar sensitivity depends also on
the polarimetric configuration. Polarimetry is sensitive to the geometry or morphology of the plants,
so different polarimetric channels present different responses as a function of the geometrical properties
of the scene. Thus, some of the satellites operate in dual-pol mode and a few in quad-pol configurations.

In the field of crop discrimination and land-cover classification, a multifrequency multipolarization
data set would be a useful option. Compared to single frequency data, researchers reported higher
classification accuracies with C-, L- and P-band data [12–14]. The advantage of multifrequency data sets
for separating vegetation types has also been demonstrated using data acquired from multiple satellite
platforms, especially ERS (C-band) and JERS (L-band) [15,16]. As mentioned above, lower frequencies
(i.e., L-band) penetrate larger biomass crops and the scattering within the canopy, where structure is
quite different, helps in separating them [17]. For smaller biomass canopies, lower frequencies can
penetrate too far into the canopy and become mostly dependent on soil properties such as the soil
moisture content [18]. In this case, discrimination is achieved using higher frequency microwaves where
most interaction is limited to the canopy. In addition, a distinct variation is seen for the agricultural
scene properties due to the development of crops through the growing season [19]. Therefore,
the discrimination capabilities may vary through the year, and, consequently, land-cover mapping
can be significantly improved by performing a multitemporal classification [9,20–22]. Multitemporal
image classification not only improves the overall accuracy of classifier but also provides more reliable
crop discrimination in comparison to single-date [23–27].

Regardless of the sensor or frequency used, a key to successful crop classification lies in
understanding which growth stages are best for crop discrimination. Like optical sensors, the energy
recorded by SAR sensors could be similar for different crops at a given point in their growing cycle.
However, the use of multitemporal datasets allows us to distinguish more crops from each other due
to their different phenological cycles [23,28,29].

With the increasing number of spaceborne SAR systems, different SAR techniques, such as
polarimetry (PolSAR), interferometry (InSAR) and differential interferometry (DInSAR), have also
increased their abilities to improve parameter retrieval (e.g., biophysical variables), derive surface
topography (e.g., digital elevation models (DEMs)) and measure the Earth’s surface displacement,
respectively. SAR polarimetry has been widely used as a technique for obtaining qualitative and
quantitative physical information over land. Regarding land cover classification, instead of approaching
the classification problem with simply one single-polarization single-date single-frequency input image,
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the enlargement of the observation space by adding diversity is highly beneficial, as it is described in
many examples in the literature and briefly reviewed here.

Regarding the use of individual polarization, many studies have confirmed that the cross-polar
channel (HV or VH, which are virtually identical due to reciprocity) is the most important single
polarization to identify the majority of crops [8,17,30–32]. This polarization is responsive to multiple
scattering from the vegetation volume and since vegetation structures vary greatly among vegetation
canopies, the cross-polarized backscatter provides the best discrimination. Nevertheless, classification
accuracy is increased substantially with the inclusion of additional polarimetric channels in form of
backscattering coefficients or other alternative ways (e.g., other derived observables or different matrix
forms of the radar data). Regarding the use of backscattering coefficients of more than one polarimetric
channel, a significant improvement in accuracy is observed when adding a second channel [31],
whereas a third polarization results in extra improvements in classification accuracy only for specific
crops [8].

The exploitation of polarimetric SAR data for crop classification is usually carried out by employing
the covariance or coherency matrices but additional different approaches exist [22]: 1) statistical methods
based on the Wishart distribution of the data; 2) transformation of covariance matrix entries into
backscatter-like coefficients; 3) methods based on scattering mechanisms; and 4) knowledge-based
methods. It is possible to apply relatively robust methods and easily adjust to different growing
conditions [21], including both the results of the scattering model and common knowledge about
targets. However, these methods have the disadvantage of only being able to determine a relatively
small number of classes. The contribution of polarimetry was also assessed in Reference [33] by testing
the performance when input information is removed progressively. The capability of polarimetric SAR
data in crop classification has also been demonstrated by applying machine learning algorithms such
as Random Forest (RF) [34–36], Decision Tree (DT) [37,38], Neural Networks (NNs) [39] and Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) [40,41].

The present research is aimed at extending the use of a time series of polarimetric observables
for land-cover classification, mainly focussed over agricultural fields. This possibility was previously
identified [42] when several crop parameters were tested against radar measurements. The difference
found in the correlations for different crop types suggested that specific crops, mainly cereal types,
could be classified using SAR observables. Here, the set of land-cover types is enlarged with other
vegetation types, including vineyard and forest. With this aim, we exploited a total of 20 RADARSAT-2
images acquired at three different incidence angles, as well as 14 Sentinel-1A images that were acquired
during the growing season of 2015 over an agricultural area of 600 km2 in central Spain. Different
SAR observables were derived from each dataset and a parcel-based classification was performed
using a decision tree classifier. The main objectives of this study were: 1) the evaluation of different
polarimetric observables for land cover classification in a multitemporal approach, 2) the assessment
and comparison of dual- and quad-polarimetric SAR data from different sensors for classification and
3) the analysis of the influence of the incidence angle for classification.

The paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the study area,
ground truth and satellite data used, as well as the classification algorithm applied. The results and
discussion are shown in Section 3. Section 4 describes the main conclusions of this work.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Ground Truth

The study area is located in central Spain and covers an area of approximately 35 km x 18 km in
the Castilla y Leon region (Figure 1). The topography of the study area is characterized by flat areas
with slopes of up to 12%. The climate is continental semiarid Mediterranean characterized by dry and
warm summers and cool to mild and wet winters. The limited amount of rainfall (336 mm average
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over the last 10 years) together with the shallow soils make this area prone to rainfed crops, mainly
cereals and industrial crops (sunflower and rapeseed).
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Figure 1. Study area and selected plots, indicating their land use/land cover (LU/LC) category from
the map.

Both to train the classification and to assess the accuracy of the resulting classification maps,
a land-use/land-cover (LU/LC) map of the whole Castilla y Leon region from 2015 was used as the
ground truth of the LU/LC for each plot. Since 2011, the Agriculture Technological Institute of Castilla
y Leon (ITACyL) map service (http://mcsncyl.itacyl.es/en/descarga) has updated the LU/LC maps
annually. These maps are based on optical image classification and represent the changes in annual
arable crops as well as permanent crops and natural vegetation areas. Their spatial resolution is 20 m.
The overall classification accuracy of these maps is 82% on average (kappa coefficient around 0.78),
which is generally much higher for crop categories than for natural land [43].

Based on the LU/LC map for 2015 and field surveys, the selected crops to be classified were:
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.), barley (Hordeum vulgare L.), peas
(Pisum sativum L.), rapeseed (Brassica napus L.), corn (Zea mays L.), beet (Beta vulgaris L.), potatoes
(Solanum tuberosum L.) and vineyards (Vitis vinifera), as well as two other covers: bare soil and coniferous.
The growing season of these crops can be clustered into two groups: long cycle, from fallow to the end
of the spring (wheat, barley, peas and rapeseed) and short cycle, from spring to the beginning of fallow
(sunflower, corn, beet and potatoes). Vineyard and coniferous are permanent covers.

Table 1 shows the number of plots (total 7580) and their area on average; their geographical
distribution is shown in Figure 1. For classification purposes, 60% of the plots were selected randomly
as the training dataset and 40% as the validation dataset. Prior to classification and to avoid selecting
training pixels from the field boundaries, the plots of the training dataset were buffered inward by
20 m, following the approach of Sonobe et al. [40].

http://mcsncyl.itacyl.es/en/descarga
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Table 1. Overview of ground truth data.

Crop Type Number of Plots Total Area (ha) Average Area of Plots (ha)

Wheat 967 3994.86 4.13
Barley 1914 7422.48 3.88

Sunflower 897 3717.53 4.14
Rapeseed 165 614.92 3.73

Peas 206 849.48 4.12
Corn 142 632.80 4.46
Beet 90 310.65 3.45

Potatoes 57 271.24 4.76
Vineyard 788 1763.29 2.24

Coniferous 401 1843.09 4.60
Bare soil 1953 6170.19 3.16

2.2. RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1A Data

RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1 data were used for crop classification over the study area, using
data acquired between February and July 2015. RADARSAT-2, launched by the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA) and MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (MDA) in December 2007, has a
C-band (5.405 GHz) SAR sensor and multiple beam modes, with an orbit repeat cycle of 24 days.
Sentinel-1A is the first of the two Sentinel-1 satellites. It was launched in April 2014 by ESA. It operates
at C-band (5.405 GHz) with an orbit repeat cycle of 12 days and it has four different operational
modes—Interferometric Wide Swath (IW), Wave (WV), Stripmap (SM) and Extra Wide Swath (EW).
All modes are available in single (HH or VV) or dual polarization (HH and HV or VV and VH), except
for WV, which is available just in single polarization [10].

For the purpose of this study, three sets of Fine Quad-Pol RADARSAT-2 Single Look Complex
(SLC) images at different incidence angles were acquired. The Fine Quad-Pol mode provides a high
spatial resolution and the capacity to extract polarimetric observables. From Sentinel-1A, we obtained
high resolution Level-1 IW Ground Range Detected (GRD) dual-polarization (VV and VH) images.
According to the product specifications, Level-1 GRD products have already been detected, multi-looked
and projected to the ground range using an Earth ellipsoid model. Some basic information about
RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1A images, as well as a list of the available acquisition data, are shown in
Table 2; Table 3, respectively.

Table 2. Characteristics of RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1A.

RADARSAT-2

Beam mode Avg. Incidence
angle (◦) Orbits Time of

acquisition (UTC)
Slant-range pixel

spacing (m)
Azimuth pixel

spacing (m)

FQ16W 36.2
Ascending

18:16
4.73

5.49
FQ11W 31.1 18:12 4.61
FQ6W 25.4 18:08 4.70

Sentinel-1A

Beam mode Incidence
angle range (◦) Orbit Resolution (m)

(range × azimuth)
Pixel spacing (m)

(range × azimuth)
Number
of looks

IW 29.1–46 Descending 20 × 22 10 × 10 5 × 1
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Table 3. List of RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1A IW ground range detected (GRD) images.

RADARSAT-2 Sentinel-1A

Acquisition Date Day of Year
(DoY) Beam Mode Acquisition Date Day of Year

(DoY) Beam Mode

16 February 2015 47 FQ16W 13 February 2015 44 IW
23 February 2015 54 FQ11W 25 February 2015 56 IW

12 March 2015 71 FQ16W 09 March 2015 68 IW
19 March 2015 78 FQ11W 21 March 2015 80 IW
26 March 2015 85 FQ6W 02 April 2015 92 IW
05 April 2015 95 FQ16W 26 April 2015 116 IW
12 April 2015 102 FQ11W 08 May 2015 128 IW
19 April 2015 109 FQ6W 20 May 2015 140 IW
29 April 2015 119 FQ16W 01 June 2015 152 IW
06 May 2015 126 FQ11W 13 June 2015 164 IW
13 May 2015 133 FQ6W 25 June 2015 176 IW
23 May 2015 143 FQ16W 07 July 2015 188 IW
30 May 2015 150 FQ11W 19 July 2015 200 IW
06 June 2015 157 FQ6W 31 July 2015 212 IW
16 June 2015 167 FQ16W
23 June 2015 174 FQ11W
30 June 2015 181 FQ6W
10 July 2015 191 FQ16W
17 July 2015 198 FQ11W
24 July 2015 205 FQ6W

2.3. SAR Data Processing

Some steps were applied to pre-process RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1A images. Both datasets
were pre-processed using free-access Sentinel-1 Toolbox of the SNAP (Sentinel Application Platform)
software provided by ESA.

The steps applied to RADARSAT-2 images were as follows: 1) radiometric calibration to sigma
naught backscatter values; 2) polarimetric coherency matrix generation [44]; 3) application of a
spatial average speckle filter to the coherency matrix (a 9x9 boxcar filter was selected); 4) terrain
correction and geocoding using the Range Doppler orthorectification method available in SNAP and the
digital elevation model from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission; and 5) polarimetric observables
computation using the free-access PolSARpro software provided by ESA. In total, 10 polarimetric
observables (Table 4) were derived from the input polarimetric RADARSAT-2 SAR data. The symbols
used hereafter to denote these observables are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. List of polarimetric observables derived from RADARSAT-2.

Polarimetric Observable Symbol

Backscattering coefficient at HH, HV and VV channels σ0
HH, σ0

HV, σ0
VV or simply HH, HV and VV

Ratio of backscattering coefficients at HH, HV and
VV channels HH/VV, HV/VV

Normalized correlation (coherence) between the
copolar channels (HH and VV) γHHVV

Polarization phase difference between the copolar
channels (HH and VV) PPD

Entropy and dominant alpha angle (from the Eigen
decomposition of the coherency matrix) H, α1

Normalized correlation (coherence) between the 1st

two channels in the Pauli basis (HH+VV and HH-VV) γP1P2
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Pre-processing Sentinel-1A images consisted of: 1) precise orbit ephemerides files were used for
the geolocation accuracy [45]; 2) data calibration to obtain the sigma naught (σ0) backscatter coefficient;
3) terrain correction and geocoding using the Range Doppler orthorectification method available in
SNAP and the digital elevation model from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission; 4) a temporal
stack using the first image as master; 5) application of a multitemporal speckle filter to reduce the
speckle effect without degrading the spatial resolution of GRD data at 10 m; and 6) transformation
of the terrain-corrected backscatter coefficients of VV and VH to dB scale and derivation of the ratio
between both channels (subtraction in dB).

2.4. Classification Algorithm

The See5 or C5.0 decision tree (DT) classification algorithm was used for this study. The reason
for using this software and DT is that DTs have proven to be consistent and reliable with SAR data
used in crop classification [8,17].

C5.0 is based on decision trees and was developed from the well-known and widely used C4.5
algorithm [46]. DTs are non-parametric methods, which can be used for both classification and
regression. DTs predict class membership by dividing data sets into progressively homogeneous and
mutually exclusive subsets via a branched system of data splits. A DT is composed of internal nodes
(decision or rules applied), branches (connections linking two nodes) and terminal nodes (leaves),
which represent the class labels. Given an input (i.e., training samples) at each internal node, they split
the data set into subsets until the leaf node of the decision tree algorithm is reached. The attributes
used to split the dataset are determined using a method known as the information gain ratio [46],
where the attributes that exhibit the highest normalized information gain are selected.

The use of C5.0 for classification involves a few steps. First, the training dataset is prepared.
Two files are essential for all C5.0 applications: a “name” file describing the attributes and the classes
and a “data” file, providing information on the training case. Second, the tree classifier is constructed.
Finally, the results of the classification are evaluated. To prevent overfitting, the DT was run using a 25%
global pruning of the model [37,47,48]. Boosting, which was proposed by Freund and Schapire [49],
is another feature in C5.0. Boosting helps to improve the classification accuracy generating several
classifiers instead of a single classifier. In this case, the software was run using boosting over 5 out of
10 trials, following the procedure used in Champagne et al. [47] and McNairn et al. [37].

2.5. Classification Scenarios

Firstly, seven different sets of observables used as inputs for classification, hereafter named
classification scenarios (Table 5), were considered to evaluate the feasibility of polarimetric
RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1 observables for crop classification. Regarding RADARSAT-2, six scenarios
(A to F) were tested, owing to the fully polarimetric configuration and the available range of incidence
angles. Since Sentinel-1 is dual-pol, only one scenario was explored (G) for this satellite. Scenario E
was created after previous research [42], where it was found that the differences in the correlation
between SAR observables and biophysical parameters among crop types suggested the possibility of
classifying crops with these SAR observables. Scenario F was generated to compare the dual-pol data
from RADARSAT-2 against Sentinel-1. With this end, only the images from RADARSAT-2 closest to
the Sentinel-1 dates were selected for the analysis.

In addition, after the evaluation of the observables and crops importance in the classification
results shown in Section 3.2, three new scenarios were created (H to J), which are explained in detail in
that section.
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Table 5. Description of the seven different scenarios explored with RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1 images.

Description of Inputs

Scenario Polarimetric Observables Images

A HH, HV, VV, HH/VV, HV/VV, γHHVV, PPD, H, α1, γP1P2 RADARSAT-2 at 36◦

B HH, HV, VV, HH/VV, HV/VV, γHHVV, PPD, H, α1, γP1P2 RADARSAT-2 at 31◦

C HH, HV, VV, HH/VV, HV/VV, γHHVV, PPD, H, α1, γP1P2 RADARSAT-2 at 25◦

D HH, HV, VV, HH/VV, HV/VV, γHHVV, PPD, H, α1, γP1P2 All RADARSAT-2
E HH/VV, HV/VV, γHHVV, α1 RADARSAT-2 at 36◦ and 31◦

F HV, VV, HV/VV RADARSAT-2 closest to Sentinel-1
G VH, VV, VH/VV Sentinel-1

2.6. Accuracy Assessment

The accuracy assessment was carried out at plot level using the ITACyL LU/LC map as reference.
One of the most common ways to assess the accuracy of a classification of remotely sensed data is
through the confusion matrix. This matrix is derived from a comparison of the reference map (columns)
to the classified map (rows). Several statistical techniques such as the overall accuracy (OA), producer’s
accuracy (PA), user’s accuracy (UA) and kappa coefficient can be derived from the confusion matrix [50].
The overall accuracy is found by relating the correctly classified fields from the main diagonal to the
total number of fields in the confusion matrix. PA is calculated for a specific class by dividing the
total number of correct fields in that class by the total number of fields derived by the reference data,
that is, the probability that a reference class is correctly classified. However, if the correctly classified
field in a class is divided by the total number of fields that were classified in that class, this measure
is called user’s accuracy (UA) [51] and it is a measure of the reliability of the map. Finally, the kappa
coefficient [52] is calculated as follows:

K =
N
∑r

i=1 xii −
∑r

i=1(xi+x+i)

N2 −
∑r

i=1(xi+x+i)
(1)

where r is the number of rows in the matrix, xii is the number of observations in row i and column i, xi+
and x+i are the marginal total of row i and column i and N is the total number of observations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Land-Cover Classification and Accuracy Assessment

A new land-cover map resulted from each scenario of classification. Figure 2 shows a detailed
area of such maps from scenarios A and D as a given example. As it can be observed, the differences
between them and with the reference map are minimal. Then, for each map, a classification accuracy
assessment was carried out. The resulting overall classification accuracy and kappa coefficient are
provided in Table 6. The overall accuracy for all scenarios ranged from 83% to 89.1%, with kappa
coefficients ranging from 0.79 to 0.88. The highest accuracy was achieved using all polarimetric
observables and all scenes of RADARSAT-2 (scenario D). When Sentinel-1 dual-pol SAR data were
used as input for the classification, the second-best accuracy (87.1%) was obtained, whereas using
dual-pol RADARSAT-2 data (scenario F) provided a similar overall accuracy (86%). The accuracy of
the dual-pol RADARSAT-2 data in the general computation of this study showed higher accuracy
than previous studies in the literature [35,39]. From RADARSAT-2 scenarios, the accuracies of 89.1%
and 86.6% for scenarios D and A, respectively, were quite similar; however, D required many more
SAR images and parameters than A to achieve this small 2.5% improvement of accuracy. Taking that
observation and considering the efficiency and costs of the SAR data, scenario A would be concluded
to be more suitable for classification than scenario D.
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scenarios A and D (right). Some small differences are detected in the encircled area.

Table 6. Overall accuracy and kappa coefficient.

Scenario Overall Accuracy (%) kappa

A 86.6 0.84
B 84.5 0.81
C 83 0.79
D 89.1 0.88
E 85.1 0.82
F 86 0.83
G 87.1 0.84

Since the launch in April 2014 of Sentinel-1 by ESA, researchers have claimed the feasibility
of dual-pol Sentinel-1 data as standalone input [53,54] or blended with optical data [55–57] for
LU/LC classification. Bargiel [23] demonstrated a new crop classification approach that identified
phenological sequence patterns of the crop types from a stack of Sentinel-1 data. He suggested the use
of multitemporal SAR observables as a crucial factor for the improvement of crop classification.

The influence of the incidence angle for crop classification has also been explored. When the
polarimetric observables derived from images at 36◦, 31◦ and 25◦ were used by the classifier, the overall
accuracies ranged from 83% to 86.6% and 0.79 to 0.84 for kappa coefficients (Table 6). The variation of the
incidence angle seems not to influence the classification significantly in terms of overall accuracy, as it
was observed that the highest accuracy of 86.6% (scenario A) was only slightly better (~3.5%) than the
lowest accuracy (scenario C). In principle, shallower incidence angles are preferred for identification of
crops [58] due to the importance of these angles to minimize backscatter contributions from the soil.
However, there is no conclusive evidence in the literature about which angle or narrow range of angles
are the most adequate for classification purposes. Therefore, the influence of incidence angle seems to
be very low, opening the way to combine all available incidence angles (as in scenario D).
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Regarding the training/validating sampling, as it was previously mentioned, a 60-40% criterion
was used, that is, a random sampling containing 60% of the samples from the data were selected as
training dataset and the remaining 40% as validating dataset. To test the dependence of the accuracy
on the training/validating sample, a new classification of all scenarios was run using a new random
sampling (preserving the 60-40% criterion). Table 7 shows the new results, where it is clear that the
overall accuracy is quite similar to the results shown in Table 6. The highest differences in overall
accuracy are shown for scenarios A (1.2%), B (0.9%) and C (0.8%), whereas for scenario D there was not
any difference. Likewise, the differences for the kappa coefficient were negligible. Therefore, it can be
concluded that, owing to the high number of samples, the accuracy does not vary depending on the
sampling selection.

Table 7. Random sampling: overall accuracy and kappa coefficient.

Scenario Overall Accuracy (%) kappa

A 85.4 0.82
B 83.6 0.80
C 83.2 0.79
D 89.1 0.87
E 84.3 0.81
F 85.7 0.83
G 87.3 0.85

An important indicator of a successful classification is a high overall accuracy; however, getting
an acceptable discrimination at the individual crop level is as important as a high overall accuracy,
especially for some final applications. With this aim, the producer’s and user’s accuracies for individual
covers are listed in Table 8.

Table 8. Producer’s accuracies (PAs) and user’s accuracies (UAs) of individual cover types for
RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1 data.

A B C D E F G

PA UA PA UA PA UA PA UA PA UA PA UA PA UA

Barley 95.1 89.2 92.2 85.5 92.5 92 95.3 92.6 95.1 89.5 92.1 88.4 93.9 89.7
Rapeseed 95.4 100 97.4 94.9 98.5 95.6 98.3 100 98.5 94.2 98.5 95.5 98.2 94.8

Coniferous 90.3 87.8 89.5 91.9 83.1 82.5 89.7 94.9 91 88.8 91.5 89.9 85.7 86.8
Sunflower 81.4 85.2 84.7 81.4 74.2 78.3 85.5 88.9 81.6 74.4 89.1 81.7 90 91

Peas 82.6 92.2 87.9 90.1 76.7 82.1 95.9 92.2 86.8 88 85.7 92.3 88.7 90
Corn 72.6 83.3 65 86.7 54 71.1 72.5 74 78.2 76.8 67.2 86.7 78.4 81.6

Vineyard 73.5 80 65.4 70.1 61.3 63.9 72.7 81.2 69.9 74.4 69 76.9 67.8 79.9
Wheat 81.9 91.1 79.9 88.1 87.2 88.3 88.1 93.7 80.6 90.9 81.2 87.3 88.3 93.1

Bare soil 88.6 83.6 87 85.6 86.4 82.5 92.9 86.1 84.4 86.2 88.5 86.9 88.3 82.8
Beet 93.2 91.1 80 82.3 82.4 62.2 81.3 79.6 83.7 87.8 72.5 87.9 82.9 78.4

Potatoes 75 83.3 60 75 57.1 66.7 56 87.5 76.2 76.2 75 62.1 45.8 78.6

Results showed that rapeseed achieved the best PA results (>95%) in all scenarios, whereas barley
achieved the second highest PA’s, ranging from 92.1% to 95.3%. The user’s accuracy (UA) of both crops
was above 85% for all scenarios tested and achieved 100% for rapeseed in scenarios A and D. The results
reported in this study for rapeseed agree with those found by Larrañaga and Álvarez-Mozos [35].
Cereals (i.e., wheat and barley) normally show a similar behaviour during the growing season due to
their very similar plant structure and phenology, which causes difficulty in separating them based on
their backscatter characteristics. However, the results showed that polarimetric SAR data at C-band
were capable of classifying wheat and barley with high PAs ranging from 79.9% to 95.3%. Among these
crops, barley achieved better results than wheat, with high PAs (95.1%, 95.1% and 95.3%) for scenarios
A, E and D, respectively. In agreement with the result obtained in scenario D for barley, Larrañaga
and Álvarez-Mozos [35] also reported a high PA for barley when different polarimetric observables
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were added to the H-V linear quad-pol data. The highest accuracy for wheat (88.3% and 88.1%) took
place when Sentinel-1 dual-pol data (scenario G) or all polarimetric observables and images were used
for classification (scenario D). In the specific confusion matrices for scenarios D (Figure 3a) and G
(Figure 3b), most of the wheat plots were classified properly (356 out of 404 for scenario D and 364 out
of 412 for scenario G). Only a small misclassification between wheat and barley was produced, which
is explained by their similar plant structure. As shown in Table 8, RADARSAT-2 dual-pol scenario (F)
showed good results (92.1% and 81.2%) for barley and wheat, respectively. The results reported from
the dual-pol scenarios suggest that VH/VV dual polarization mode is a good choice for discriminating
cereals from other crops and agrees with findings by McNairn et al. [8] and Veloso et al. [59]. Although
barley and wheat were found to be well classified, the PA and UA of the third cereal considered, corn,
are not as good as expected with regard to previous results found in the literature [39]. The best PA was
shown in scenario G with Sentinel-1 dual-pol data (78.4%) and scenario E (78.2%). Corn in scenario C
also provided the second poorest PA in this study, with just 54% of the corn plots classified correctly.
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The lowest accuracies were found for potatoes in 4 out of 7 scenarios, which were followed
by corn. The scenario G is the worst of all scenarios, with a PA of 45.8%; this means that the
classification at this scenario missed 54.2% of the potato areas on the ground, indicating a tendency
for the model to misclassify potatoes. Due to their broad leaves, potatoes are mostly misclassified
as beets (Figure 3b), which also have a similar plant structure. From all scenarios analysed for beet,
scenario A (RADARSAT-2 at 36◦) provided the highest PA (93.2%) followed by scenario E (83.7%).
Scenario G (Sentinel-1 data using the backscattering coefficients and the ratio) also provided a high
accuracy (82.9%) for beets. The accuracy reported in this study with Sentinel-1 data is higher than
the accuracy provided by Sonobe et al. [56]. They achieved a PA of 74.6% using KELM (Kernel-based
Extreme Learning Algorithm) and VV polarization data.

The PA of bare soil reached the highest accuracy (92.9%) in scenario D and accuracies above 84% for
the rest of the scenarios. These good results for bare soil could be related to the use of cross-polarization
as one of the inputs for the classifier. The use of cross-polarization makes the distinction between bare
soil and vegetation-covered surfaces easier because the vegetation canopies depolarize the incident
radiation more strongly than bare surfaces. Although bare soil provided a high PA in scenario D,
120 plots of bare soil were misclassified (Figure 3a); this shows, together with the vineyard, the highest
confusion (61 plots, approximately 7% of the total of this category).

The potential of SAR images for classifying vineyards has also been investigated. Measurements
on vineyards are not easy, given the high number of poles and metallic wires supporting the runners
and the space between runners. As expected, no high accuracies were achieved for vineyards. Scenario
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A (RADARSAT-2 data at 36◦) showed the highest PA (73.5%) and scenario C the lowest (61.3%).
Scenario C was run using RADARSAT-2 data at 25◦, so this poor accuracy could be related to the fact
that at C-band, steep angles are more sensitive to ground conditions and less sensitive to the plant
features; in contrast, shallower angles increase the interaction with the vegetation, therefore reducing
the contribution of the soil and increasing the possibility of getting better accuracy, as it is shown for
scenario A. Even though the poorer results are obtained for vineyard relative to other land covers,
its accuracy could be considered acceptable.

The misclassification among forested areas, agricultural crops and grassland is expected in
land-cover applications. However, L-band SAR data are known to provide an excellent source of
information for forest cover mapping and it decreases the misclassification between covers due to its
significant penetration capability relative to vegetation canopies. Our results showed high PAs and
UAs, ranging from 83.1% to 91.5% and 82.5% to 94.9%, respectively. Scenario F (RADARSAT-2 dual-pol
data) was found to provide the best PA that was slightly higher (0.5%) than scenario E (91%). Therefore,
we could conclude that C-band SAR data were able to provide reliable classification of coniferous.

Sunflower and peas were also analysed. Sunflower obtained PAs above 81% in all scenarios with
the exception of scenario C, which provided a PA of 74.2%. SAR data dual-pol scenarios (G and F)
showed the highest accuracies (90% and 89.1%). The results found for sunflower using dual-pol data
improved the results found by Skakun et al. [39]. However, Larrañaga and Álvarez-Mozos [35] obtained
a PA of 100% for sunflower when they applied VV-VH dual-pol configuration of RADARSAT-2 data
with just two backscattering coefficients in the two polarization channels. The difference in accuracy
(~11%) between their results and our findings could be related to the fact that we added the ratio
(VH/VV) as input into the classifier and because the number of sunflower plots and images is higher.
Skakun et al. [39] used RADARSAT-2 backscattering intensity (VV, VH and HH) in beam mode (FQ8W)
with incidence angle ranging from 26.1◦ to 29.4◦ to run a multitemporal crop classification in Ukraine.
They found PA and UA of 60% and 63.5% for sunflower. Although the poorest accuracy (74.2%) found
for sunflower was when RADARSAT-2 data at 25◦ were used in the classifier, our study demonstrated
that the use of different polarimetric observables (beyond backscattering coefficients) improved the
classification of sunflower when SAR data with low incidence angle are used in the classifier.

Finally, for peas, the highest PA was found in scenario D (95.9%), when all polarimetric observables
and images were employed by the classifier. However, there is a high difference (19.2%) between the
highest and the lowest accuracy (76.7%) provided by scenario C. In terms of UA, after rapeseed and
coniferous, peas showed the highest accuracies (scenario A, 93.7%; scenario F, 95.9%). The results
found for peas in this study improved those found by Larrañaga and Álvarez-Mozos [35]. Figure 3a
shows that only three plots of peas were confused with barley and bare soil in this study.

In addition to the accuracy of the different combinations of SAR observables, the individual LU/LC
analyses provided an interesting insight into the feasibility of the multitemporal series. After the
results mentioned above, the best classification took place for rapeseed, barley, wheat and peas, all of
which are spring crops, having their growing cycle between March and June, when the availability of
images is higher (Table 3). Conversely, the worst results were found for summer crops, with growing
cycles spanning until the beginning of fall (corn, potatoes and vineyard), which is not covered by
the SAR series. Although with reasonably good results, sunflowers, beets and potatoes are also
summer crops and could not achieve the optimal results found for the spring crops. Thus, it can be
reasoned that, as suspected, the multitemporal-based classification clearly enhances the results of the
polarimetric-based classification.

3.2. Attribute Evaluation

C5.0 shows the degree to which each attribute (SAR observable per date) contributes to the
classifier and provides the percentage of training cases in the data file for which the value of that
attribute is known and used for the construction of the classifier. Due to the large number of attributes
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used for each scenario, the attribute evaluation provided by C5.0 is very useful to know how individual
attributes contribute to the construction of the classifier.

Figure 4 shows the attribute usage across the first three scenarios (A, B and C) that were run with 70,
60 and 60 attributes, respectively. In terms of polarimetric observables, the importance of the dominant
alpha angle (α1) can be clearly seen, followed by the cross-polar backscattering coefficient (HV) and
the backscattering ratios (HH/VV and HV/VV). The large usage of these polarimetric observables at
specific acquisition dates implied that the information they supplied was useful for crop separation.
Additionally, the contribution of the correlation between the co-polar channels (γHHVV) is important in
scenario A. The least important polarimetric observables used in these scenarios were VV, γP1P2 and
polarized difference phase (PPD).
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Scenario D (Figure 5) was the more complex scenario tested in this study with 200 attributes used.
Like scenarios A, B and C, the dominant alpha angle (α1), γHHVV and the cross-polar backscattering
coefficient (HV) are the most important observables. Many polarimetric observables at certain dates
show null percentage, mainly because C5.0 does not show the attributes with values smaller than 1%.

The attributes of the last three scenarios (E, F and G) are shown in Figure 6. These scenarios used
56 (E), 42 (F) and 42 (G) attributes. Scenario E showed a clear influence of γHHVV on April 29, with 100%
of the cases used in the classifier. In scenarios F and G (with just three polarimetric observables used),
the cross-polar ratios (HV/VV and VH/VV) provided a high weight to the classifier.

In terms of the acquisition dates, the RADARSAT-2 scenes with highest importance, along with
the polarimetric observables, were April 29, May 06 and May 13. For Sentinel-1, the images were
from April 26 and May 08. Skriver [60] reported a study to determine the optimum parameters for
classification using airborne C- and L-band polarimetric SAR data. He found that at C-band, early
acquisition, that is, in April, has a high discrimination potential but May acquisition provides the
largest discrimination potential. He also reported that for May, the correlation coefficient between HH
and VV as well as the ratio between HV and VV (among others) showed clear potential for separation.
The results of this study agree with these findings. The fact that April and May had major relevance in
the multi-temporal series is not surprising, since as previously mentioned, during this interval the
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most important vegetative growing stages of the crops in the area coincide, that is, maximum growth
for the spring crops and development stage for the summer crops.
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As a final test of the evaluation of attribute importance, a focussed pairwise crop analysis was
conducted to estimate which observable contributed more to distinguishing wheat and barley, which
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were similar in structure and therefore expected to have a similar signal response. This test was
performed for scenario D as a given example, which gathers all the possible attributes. The resulting
pairwise analysis between these two crops (Figure 7) showed HH/VV as the highest contributor (100%)
to separate both crops, followed by γHHVV.
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Regarding the acquisition dates, the pairwise analysis with RADARSAT-2 emphasized the higher
importance of May 13 as a key date reflecting the cereal growing cycle.

Feasible Applications Using the Importance of Attributes

The aim of the former analysis was to evaluate the weight of each observable in the classification
to avoid redundant or useless data without losing accuracy. Choosing scenario D as an example,
the feasibility of a reduced dataset for classification was tested. First, a new scenario (H) was created
using the polarimetric observables with the three highest contributions in D: γHHVV, HV and α1

(Figure 5).
Comparing the classification results for D and H, a slight difference (0.7%) between scenario D

(89.1%) and scenario H (88.4%) in terms of the overall accuracy was found. At individual crop level
(Table 9), the use of attributes with the highest contribution improved the PA and UA accuracy of some
crops compared with the results from scenario D (Table 9). For crops such as vineyard, beet and potato,
the PA improvement between scenario D and H was of approximately 5% and corn showed the highest
difference (8.3%). Other crops such as peas showed a slight decrease in PA from scenario H (88.2%) to
scenario D (95.9%). All data considered, the accuracy of scenario H is similar to scenario D, whilst
reducing dramatically the number of observables and therefore it is much more cost-effective.

The second analysis consisted of a new classification only for the pairwise crops—wheat and
barley—using solely the paramount observables resulting from the importance analysis of the previous
section, that is, HH/VV and γHHVV (Scenario I). The accuracy assessment resulting for this new
scenario (Table 10) is remarkable in comparison with the previous results of scenario D, in which all the
observables were included. Both the PA and UA increased in I, meaning that the importance analysis
afforded a powerful tool for separating crops with similar response, even improving the accuracy of
the classification whilst reducing effectively the inputs needed (from 10 to 2, in this case).
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Table 9. Producer’s accuracies (PAs) and user’s accuracies (UAs) of individual cover types using only
selected observables (scenario H) and the whole dataset (scenario D).

H D

PA UA PA UA

Barley 95.2 93.5 95.3 92.6
Rapeseed 98.3 93.5 98.3 100

Coniferous 91.2 90.1 89.7 94.9
Sunflower 86.1 85.9 85.5 88.9

Peas 88.2 97.4 95.9 92.2
Corn 80.8 85.7 72.5 74

Vineyard 77.3 75.6 72.7 81.2
Wheat 90.2 90.6 88.1 93.7

Bare soil 86.8 87.9 92.9 86.1
Beet 86.7 84.8 81.3 79.6

Potatoes 60.7 73.9 56 87.5

Table 10. Producer’s accuracies (PAs) and user’s accuracies (UAs) of barley and wheat using the
whole dataset (scenario D), only selected observables (scenario I) and selected observables and dates
(scenario J).

D I J

PA UA PA UA PA UA

Barley 95.3 92.6 96.3 96.5 92.7 92.2
Wheat 88.1 93.7 93.4 92.9 85.2 86

In order to explore the pairwise crop classification with limited inputs, a third analysis (named
scenario J) was carried out from RADARSAT-2 data. This scenario was run using only the two main
observables from Scenario I (HH/VV and γHHVV) and the three dates with highest importance (April 29,
May 06 and May 13). Comparing the results of scenario J (Table 10) with the previous scenario I, it is
noticeable that the accuracy has decreased but to a very small extent given the reduced dataset included
on J. Indeed, if compared to the general scenarios A-G (with much more polarimetric observables and
dates), the accuracy provided by scenario J is slightly higher (~0.5%) than scenarios B and F, whilst for
wheat the PA is higher than for scenarios A, B, E and F. Again, the results of the importance analysis
enabled a way to reduce the inputs whilst maintaining a remarkable accuracy.

4. Conclusions

The capability of polarimetric observables from multitemporal series of RADARSAT-2 and
Sentinel-1 images for crop-type classification was assessed, together with an analysis of the influence of
the incidence angle and the importance of the observables. A dataset of more than 3000 plots of 11 crop
types and land covers was used as a reference map to obtain the confusion matrices and therefore to
validate all the combinations of the 10 SAR observables proposed.

The use of all polarimetric RADARSAT-2 observables and scenes available produced clear
benefits in terms of the overall accuracy (scenario D), which was approximately 90%. However, other
alternatives tested with RADARSAT-2, such as those that use incidence angles separately (scenarios A,
B and C) also afforded very high overall accuracies. Since these latter alternatives require less data,
they may be considered more cost-effective than the extensive dataset required in D. Thus, it may
be concluded that even with the limited revisit time of 24 days of RADARSAT-2, the strength of the
multitemporal series using polarimetric data reinforced its high capability to classify land covers.
Nonetheless, the joint use of only dual-pol Sentinel-1 and RADARSAT-2 also provided very good
accuracies greater than 85%. The results from the kappa coefficient confirmed all these results.
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When the incidence angle was considered separately (cases A, B and C aforementioned),
the variation between cases in terms of overall accuracy and kappa is only 3.5% and 6%, respectively.
After the results, the incidence angle seems not to influence neither the classification broadly nor the
individual results for each cover, which were heterogeneous and not conclusive.

Regarding the individual results for each specific land cover, the rapeseed crop obtained the best
accuracy for all scenarios—higher than 95%. The good separation of spring cereals, typically difficult
owing to their similar structure and phenology, was also remarkable. The addition of polarimetric SAR
data at C-band allowed classifying wheat and barley with high very high PAs and UAs. In contrast,
vineyard, corn and potatoes showed the worst results, followed by sunflowers, beets and peas.
The middling results for those summer crops may be explained by their shorter time coverage of
images during summer-early fall, highlighting the importance of a complete multitemporal coverage
for the whole growing season, as in the case of wheat and barley.

The contribution of each SAR observable per date to the different alternatives of classification
was also analysed by means of the attribute study available in the C5.0 algorithm. Among the
polarimetric observables, the dominant alpha angle (α1) showed a predominant contribution with
RADARSAT-2 at all the different incidence angle alternatives, whereas for the dual polarization
scenario of Sentinel-1 (G), the cross-polar channel VH and the VH/VV ratio were the most important.
Those findings about the performance of each observable would help in future classifications by
reducing the use of redundant and potentially misleading data. Following this thread, it has been
proven that a classification using only the key observables improved on, or afforded similar accuracy
to, the previous classifications with the whole dataset, whilst dramatically reducing the number of
data and the computing time. This finding applied not only for a classification of all the categories in a
whole but also for discriminating crop pairs with low separability, for example, wheat versus barley.
The analysis of importance was also useful for defining which dates were crucial in the classification.
The results showed that May acquisitions were the key dates in the classification, coinciding with
the maximum growing period of many crops in the area. When the crops have a summer cycle,
the separation worsened.

Finally, although the polarimetric capabilities of RADARSAT-2 and Sentinel-1 are rather different,
the multitemporal approach reinforced the classification process and provided similar satisfactory
results for the different scenarios of classification. Additional features that could also help to improve
the accuracy of the classification of individual crop types are interferometric parameters, such as
coherence, as well as textural information within the intensity values. In addition, further tests should
be conducted over other different climatic and environmental conditions to expand and consolidate
the method.
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